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The total energy loss of charged particle uniformly pas-

sing through a plate of arbitrary thickness in vacuum consi-

sts of loss due to the particles own field in the matter, i.e

ionization loss [l], and additional ones, from the fields ari-

sing due to boundaries of the plate [2] .

The total energy loss (in the frequency region of order of

atomic ones) dependence on the thickness of the plate, a ,

and the Lorentz factor of the charged particle, -y , is dis-

cussed in the present paper.

Let us start with a plate of infinite thickness (a-»-o©).

As it J.S known [l] , the ionization loss in infinite media

(the Cerenkov loss is also accounted) as a function of у af-

ter a minimum increases logarithmically and then approaches

an asymptotic value (the Fermi plateau). That is, when the ve-

locity of the particle V ie not close to the light velocity

in vacuum С (fig.1,region A), the loss is defined by
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 is plasma frequency of the matter, 3C~

is minimum distance at which the macroscopic electrodynamics

is applicable. ft
s
 гг/с * CO is «een atomic frequency [1] :

•«sjplHik)) I *»
i) is permittivity of the matter.

When velocity V is close enough to С (more exactly, if

V » i t fie*l» region B ) , the loss (in infinite media) is

defined by

(Fermi plateau). If the short range collisions are taken into

account, too, one must replace in the formulae given above

^ o by ( Э т £ " 1 ) » where E, is maximum energy in colli-

., sion, m is electron mass.

If the plate thickness is finite, an additional loss arises,

; which can be interpreted as consisting of loss on transition

radiation with wide frequency spectrum and of correction to

ionization loss concentrated mainly in atomic frequency region.

The transition radiation generated at atomic frequencies can

i be absorbed then in the plate as if increasing in this way the

If ionisation loss i
1 г T

f The total loss was studied by Garibian et al. 12-41 in pla-
I
;; tee of finite thicknesses. It was shown that when the plate

i thickness
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where d
cr
 ~ с t n|f/^p (more precise see below), the additio-

nal loss coitpletly eliminates the density effect, i.e. the

loss will increase with ^ . This effect was found in J2-4] ,

by expanding the additional loss in powers of the plate thick-

ness, Q, . К was shown that when X
й
» "\ » the linear in

term has negative sign (i.e. it corresponds exactly to the

energy loss) and is determined by

where

In. CJ,* — ^ - j Wlme(cu) Inuidcj.
 ( 5 )
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Summed with the fwrmula (2) the total loss logarithmically

increases with ^ (fig.l, region D)i

It should be noted that this formula differs from (1) only

by the definition of mean frequency.

The term proportional to 0. is positive, i.e. it decreases

the linear one:

The ratio of (7) to (4) is
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The dependence of Ct
c
 on ^ for different matters is plo-

tted in fig.2. The meanings of OJp , &^ and SI for these

substances as calculated according to [5] are given in Table 1.

The formulae (4) and (7) relate to the case of normal inci-

dence of the particle. If the particle incidences under any

\h angle to the plate, we hare formulae similar to (4) and (7)

where the role of the plate thickness is played by the path

lenght of the particle in the plate, i.e. а/сод^/ (for deta-

ils see [б] ).

It is seen from stated above that under condition (3) the

second order term can be neglected, compared with the linear

one. But the worse this condition is satisfied the greater is

the role of the second order term. When а ~ CL
cr
 , this term

compensate the linear one. Strictly speaking, it means that

the expansion in powers of a becomes uneven.

When а » d
cr
 and ^ » i , the ionization loss does not

depende on ^ (see (2^ )• As to the energy of transition radi-

ation absorbed in the plate on atomic frequences, it can be

evaluated as [7] :

where Д O> is some effective interval of atomic frequences,



determined mainly by strong absorption in ultraviolet frequen-

cy region (e.g. see ffc] )• The value of AG) will have the or-

der of several tens or hundred eV. Prom (2) and (10) we have

where

№'•TR

is some numerical coefficient of order of

unity. When Q,»-o{Ct
cr
 , the role of transition radiation ab-

sorbed on atomic frequences is small, and lose localized in the

matter practically does not depend on $• (fig.l, region B).

Let us consider now the curve of ̂  -dependence of the loss,

when the plate thickness <X is given. Since CL
cr
 dep.nds on ̂p

(see (9))» the same plate can be "thick" if ̂ - ^p
cr
 , or "thinf

l f
 Y ** XV. » *

here

(11)

When v» » "Jf (fig.l, region' A and B), the loss ia determi-

ned by formula (1) or (2), and when $ » ^
c r
 (fig.l, region D)

by formula (6). And when "ft ~ ^cr (*i««li region C), there

is eviu atly smooth transition between these two formulae. The

vt -dependence jf total loss, normalized to thte plateau value,

ia pi'' ^ in fig.3 (the matter is silicon). It is seen that

the intermediate area К ^ T *^
e
 ft -dependence is shar-

per than the logarithmical one, defined by formula (6).

Formula (6) turns into formula (1) when ^ is of order of 10.

That's why, when

U • с
а < ы

1
^ou*
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( d is a number of order of unity, J^
at
 is wave lenght corres-

ponding to atomic frequencies, e.g. 10 - 10~ cm), the ^ -

dependence curve has no constant sector (the absence of plateau).

The effect predicted in [2] was then considered experimen-

tally in
 r
9'! , where the ionization loss of electrons with ene-

rgies from 20 to 85 MeV in foils of polystyrene were observed.

It was found out that in foils with thicknesses of 10~^ cm the

loss did not increase with ^ , and in foils with thicknesses

of 1 0 - 1 0 cm the increase was logarithmical.

On the other hand the messurements in [9] were not absolute,

but relative. Absolute measurements? were carried out recently

[lo] . Alas, in [lO] was considered loss in 100 mem (10 cm)

silicon foil in which the effect of logarithmical increase with

У£ (within the electron energies available on accelerators)

must not be observed because of the big thickness of the fo-

il. For such thickness we have accordihg to formula (11)

•jjcr > Ю ^
0 0
 (nevertheless, see [10,11]).

It should be noted that in [ll] as a requirement for the pre-

sence of the density effect the following restriction on the

foil thickness is given: <X>CY*/CJ •
 I n
 reality this require-

ment is the condition of formation of transition quanta in who-

le region of frequencies up to the boundary one, equal to d)
p
ft .

As for the ionization loss, the main contribution is made by

quanta with frequencies of order of atomic onea.

In conclusion^ let us consider the influence of multifile sca-

ttering on ionization loss. The ionization 1ояя as weJ1 as the

loss on Cerenkov and transition radiation are based on the me-
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chanism of electrical polarization of the matter. The quickest

mechanism of such polarization is the electronical one [l] .

Its relaxation time is of order of atomic times ( ̂ -ct/y, where

Ct is size of the atom, *\T is velocity of atomic electrons),

i.e. lO'^secffor not too heavy atoms). If this time is much

less than the interaction time of quick particles with the nuc-

lei of the matter during the multiple scattering, then the in-

fluence of the latter on the ioniaation loss can be neglected.

It is known that the interaction time, e.g. for silicon, is of

order of 10~^sec [li?] , i.e. such influence does not take pla-

ce. Nevertheless, one should mind that the multiple scattering

brings to brenusatrahlung [13] . If during the experiment the

bremsstrahlung is absorbed, this contribution to total loss

must be accounted.

ft
I*

Li

Toluene
C
6

H
5

C H
3

Graphite

Si

CJp

13,7

19,8

30,7

31,7

30,5

52,3

66,7

105,3

Л
52,6

87,4

116

171

Table 1. Some characteristic values of quantities

from the ionization loss formulae (eV).
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lig.l. The range of values of ( a, , In,^) for different

-̂ -dependence of ionization loss:

A - a minimum and logarithfflical increase (formula (1)?

В - &rmi plateau (formula (2))

С - the region of more sharp y- -dependence

D - the logarithmical increase (formula (в)).
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Pig.2. The £ -dependence of for different matters:

1-lithium, 2-toluene, 3-silicon, 4-graphite.
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Pig.3. The £ -dependence of total loss Wo , normalize on

Fermi plateau: CL, » 1O~' cm, )f̂ r(a,) * 55; Q. - • i Г

cm, Y "
 Ц
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